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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.68.
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. The Workflow Dashboard has been updated to allow Folio and Generic Request documents to be shown.
Workflow Dashboard including Generic Requests

2. Workforce Report SRF311 Room Listing has been created to show the total number of rooms, total number of occupancy and the vacancy
across a camp for a date range. [#19391]

Improvements
1. Roster configurations have been update to audit changes made. Details can be seen in the SAM Admin | Audit page. [#19469]
2. Workforce Report SRF242 Arrival Sign In Sheet has been updated to show the Status column as per the SAM Reports | Accommodation |
Arrivals | Arrivals report.
3. SAM Parameter DefaultProfileCommuteBase has been removed. Functions related to this parameter have been updated to use SAM
Parameter DefaultCommuteBase. [#19271]
4. SAM transport email notifications have been updated to show the booking attributes such as the cost code that were used in the actual booking.
A new list of data fields is available for the email notifications. [#19403]
5. Workforce Report SRF118 Workflow KPI has been updated to improve performance.
6. Workforce Report SRF240 Billing has been renamed to SRF240 Village Occupancy. The report has also been updated to add additional
parameters to exclude room locks and include the shift status. [#19425]
7. SAM Rooms | Accommodation Departures has been updated to allow non-departures to be marked without requiring the booking to be
rescheduled.
8. SAM Rooms | Accommodation Departures has been updated with a "Locate by Room" link to allow bookings to be searched by the room
number a person is occupying so it can be rescheduled to depart early.
9. SAM Accommodation Arrivals has been updated with the ability to send notifications to Departments or Employers when a person No Shows.
10. Workforce Report SRF309 Accommodation Optimisation has been updated to define the status per date (instead of one status per booking).
Full date time stamps are also included for check in and check out dates.
11. Workforce Report SRF203 Transport Loading has been updated to highlight special charters and an optionally the raw data in the report.
[#19515]
12. The Workforce Reporting My Reports page has been updated to improve performance when loading.
13. The SAM Cleaning Allocation page has been improved to provide better visibility of re-allocations. An indicator icon highlights cleans that were
re-allocated to a later date and/or run and the history of both active and re-allocated cleans can be directly viewed.
14. When processing a Folio Leave Request, all items within the leave period are automatically marked as please cancel.
15. Workforce Report SRF189 Transport No Show Go Show has been updated to allow drive transports to be included.

16. When cancelling a booking by Folio the audit log is updated to include who processed the cancellation.
17. Transport Change Notifications have been updated to show the original and the rescheduled booking when reschedule notifications are sent.
[#19667]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue with the transport group and clusters where people were not pushed across the different flights by ensuring that the flight ranking
table is correctly configured. [#19448]
2. Fixed an issue where Workforce Reporting would always use a custom template, even if the standard template had been specified to be used.
3. Fixed an issue where creating an ad hoc booking beyond a profiles completion date was not extending the completion date.
4. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF305 EOM Transport Movement And Contractor Hours where changes to booking attributes during
a booking were not being reflected in the report data. [#19430]
5. Fixed an issue where Folio Travel requests were not applying SAM parameters AllowBookingPriorToday and ReschedulePriorToday.
6. Fixed an issue when rescheduling a booking via the accommodation departures page.
7. Fixed an issue with Folio Travel where reactivating a profile would incorrectly add the previous completion date into the profile.
8. Fixed an issue with SAM Rooms | Accommodation Departure may not always correctly remove future bookings when rescheduling a person
to depart early.
9. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy to allow the selection of multiple camps.
10. Fixed an issue with the change history for SAM travel in Folio Travel requests. When the SAM travel booked by a Folio request has been cancelled,
the history may incorrectly attribute the cancellation to the Booking Robot. The history now shows the user that actually cancelled the SAM
booking.
11. Fixed an issue where Termination Cleans would be created even though the person had future bookings. This has been updated to confirm the
person has no future room occupancy before generating the Termination Clean. [#19493]
12. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF305 EOM Transport Movement and Contractor Hours where long descriptions caused a data
truncation error when running the report.
13. Fixed an issue with Folio Travel bookings where the tracked Actual First Night (AFN) was incorrectly removed. The AFN is now maintained to
indicate the guest has already been checked in.
14. Fixed an issue where SAM Rooms | Assign Room was not displaying the Show permanently vacant rooms and Show un-owned rooms
check boxes when doing a permanent room assignment. [#19654]
15. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF309 Accommodation Optimisation where No Shows may be excluded from the report period if they
have been rescheduled.
16. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF232 Transport Manifest to filter on the report parameter /disp (disposition) = All / Active / Inactive.
[#18421]
17. Fixed and issue with Workforce Reporting where scheduled reports may fail when the file attachment is too big. The attachment will be
automatically saved to the server and a link emailed to the recipient. [#19675]

